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Abstract
As written feedback is an indispensable component of instructing and learning process, the implementation of effective feedback plays a key role in improving non-English majors’ writing skill. Peers and automated writing evaluation systems are new, main sources of feedback providers in college English
writing. This paper compares three feedback conditions: individual and group
modes in peer feedback and automated feedback. Analysis is made on distribution features from feedback types, dimensions of assessment rubric, aspects
of organization and linguistic performance, and reflected attitudes. The findings indicate automated mode and group mode take turns dominating in
non-corrective feedback and corrective feedback; group mode takes the lead
in both direct and indirect feedback; individual, group and automated modes
underemphasize global feedback. Dimensions are found to centre on linguistic performance, followed by organization, content and format, differences
and similarities of specific aspects and attitudes are also found in all three
modes. Further investigations are undertaken into students’ perceptions towards peer feedback and automated feedback, with their respective merits and
demerits summed up. On the basis of all the findings, key elements of sociocultural theory are explored to provide multi-dimensional feedback scaffolding for students of lower-intermediate level in facilitating college English
writing.
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1. Introduction
L2 writing is an essential skill for non-English majors in colleges and universiDOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015 Aug.29, 2017
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ties. Writing in English enables generating ideas, disseminating knowledge
within specific disciplines and achieving effective communication in an international circle, which can promote non-English majors’ prospects in academic
areas and job markets (Leggette et al., 2013; Raoofi et al., 2017). There is an increasing consensus that written feedback is an indispensable component of instructing and learning process (Cho & Schunn, 2010; Leggette & McKim, 2013;
Morch et al., 2017) and the implementation of effective feedback plays a key role
in improving non-English majors’ writing skill (Forrer et al., 2015; Wei, 2016).
Feedback provided by teachers, peers and automated writing evaluation systems
makes the main sources of assessing English writing for college students (Lu,
2016; Wei, 2016; Aryadoust & Riazi, 2017). In Chinese college English writing,
teacher feedback dominates while peer feedback and automated feedback are less
frequently used (Bai, 2012; Zhou, 2013), which compromises the efficacy of feedback in facilitating students’ writing competence. Recently, with student-centered
teaching philosophy gradually accepted, peer feedback has been paid increasing
attention to and practiced in language classes for its great significance in motivating students’ participation, cultivating their critical thinking and developing
their ability of self-regulated learning (Plank & Condliffe, 2011; Bai, 2012; Liao &
Yang, 2012; Forrer et al., 2015; Wang, 2016). Studies on peer feedback have revealed students can also be an information-and-assistance provider in L2 writing
(Leggette et al., 2013; Wang, 2016), for they have sufficient time, energy and resource (Andrade, 2008; Cho & Schunn, 2010; Luo, 2016). It is especially applicable to large-size college English classes in China. Comparatively, automated
feedback is a new, heated subfield resulting from the development of technology
and corpora. The existing relevant studies agree upon its undeniable value and
emerging impact on L2 writing (Chapelle et al., 2015; Lu, 2016; Liu, 2016; Luo,
2016; Morch et al, 2017). However, every single feedback mode has its own advantages and limitations, blind acceptance and adoption can only lead up to
teaching passivity and deviate from teaching reality, weakening their potential
effectiveness. For this reason, comparative studies can conduce to effective feedback framework for college English writing with careful considerations into
contributions of each mode to students’ writing competence. Previous comparative studies have been mainly focused on teacher feedback and peer feedback
and drawn conclusions that peer feedback should be incorporated into teacher
feedback, fulfilling the optimal efficacy of feedback (Tsui & Ng 2000; Yang, 2006;
Xu & Liu, 2010; Bai, 2012; Yu, 2013; Forrer et al., 2015). However, few empirical
studies have been made on comparison between peer feedback and automated
feedback (Morch et al., 2017) or students’ perceptions towards them (Wei,
2015). Since strengths cannot offset weaknesses co-existing in each feedback
mode, in what manner can combinations address this challenge? Answers can be
sought from empirical comparative studies within a certain theoretical framework, for the advantages can be fully exploited and disadvantages complemented. Therefore, to explore an effective feedback package to better practice
principles of student-centered learning, this paper compares peer feedback and
DOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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automated feedback by analyzing their respective distribution features. Further
investigations into students’ perceptions towards them are made and merits and
demerits within summarized. On the basis of the findings, key elements of sociocultural theory are explored to provide feedback scaffolding for students of
lower-intermediate level in facilitating college English writing.

2. Literature Review
2.1. The Sociocultural Thoery
The sociocultural theory holds human mental functioning is essentially a social
and cultural phenomenon and cognitive development is the result of consistent
interactions between individuals and the surrounding historical contexts
(Wertsch, 1985) by means of indirect connections playing the role of mediation
(Vygotsky, 1978; Engeström, 1987). Mediation can be realized by tools and
signs: with tools people can learn to control their behavior from the outside and
with signs they can regulate their mind from the inside. Through exchanges between the outside and the inside, internalization of meaning can be achieved
(Vygotsky, 1978).
The concept of mediation was expanded into activity theory (Engeström,
2001), emphasizing that human cognitive development was goal-directed and
the result of individual activities in social interactions. Currently, triangle model
from activity theory is the most widely adopted in writing research. Within this
model, subject, object, mediation, rules, community and division of labor are key
ingredients (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006: 222-224) and form sociocultural contexts
(Lu, 2016). Subject cannot achieve the goal without means of mediation, whether
in an individual or a collective mode. Object, written essays, is the achievement
of the goal through efforts of subject from mediation and interaction. Rules include assessment rubric and process mechanism for assessment. Teachers and
students form the learning community and division of labor indicates the role
and responsibility of the learning community during feedback. In social and
cultural contexts subject can fulfill the goal with impacts and restrictions exerted
by rules, community, mediation and division of labor. These key elements from
sociocultural theory can provide the feedback scaffolding to develop EFL learners’ English writing competence.

2.2. Definition and Classification of Feedback
Feedback in written forms refers to the input from readers to writers, providing
information to modify essays (Keh, 1990; Zhu, 2010), thus, an interactive exchange established (Rollinson, 2005: 27; Yang & Wu, 2011). In teaching research
feedback is universally acknowledged as an important vehicle for improving and
reinforcing learning (Zhou, 2013; Forrer et al., 2015). In this sense, effective
feedback plays a crucial role in the development of EFL learners’ writing skills
(Ferris, 2003: 19; Sarie, 2017).
Written feedback can be classified into corrective feedback and non-corrective
DOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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feedback. Corrective feedback promotes the acquisition of the second language
and avoids its fossilization and regression by providing negative evidence for
EFL learners (Wei & Shi, 2016) and improves their L2 writing and self-regulated
learning (Wang & Liu, 2012). Non-corrective feedback scaffolds English writing
in aspects of content, organization, linguistic performance and format, guiding
learners in theme, cohesion means, structure, wording, phrasing, semantic clarification, grammar and syntax (Coyle & Roca de Larios, 2014).
In terms of the way corrective feedback is presented, there are direct feedback
and indirect feedback (Li & Ye, 2016). Direct feedback is a strategy which provides direct comment or assistance to correct errors or improve the deficiencies
while indirect feedback a strategy which marks the errors or deficiencies without
giving direct corrections. The former is the easiest and quickest way to help
writers accomplish higher-quality products (Chandler, 2003) whereas the latter
assists them deepen understanding, motivate self-corrections and gradually
sharpen writing skills (Ellis et al., 2008). With respect to the information corrective feedback contains, there are global feedback and local feedback (Chang,
2015). Global feedback refers to corrections focused on content, cohesion, organization, format of essays while local feedback to corrections concerning
grammar, syntax, vocabulary, collocation, punctuation, spelling, etc. Feedback of
different types is beneficial for polishing up English essays.
Currently, the intense interest is drawn in corrective feedback for its obvious
and direct impact upon English writing improvement. An army of relevant studies are mainly focused on direct-indirect feedback (Wang, Wei, 2015; Li & Ye,
2016; Wei & Shi, 2016; Sarie, 2017) or global-local feedback (Yang & Wu, 2011;
O’Mahony et al, 2013; Wang, 2016). In a bid to capture all existing types in written feedback, there is a necessity to incorporate both non-corrective and corrective feedback, including different types of the latter into research.

2.3. Research of Feedback
Teacher feedback is a common practice to help students improve their writing
skills in English writing class (Black & William, 2009; Wei, 2015), even though
its effectiveness still remain debatable (Wei, 2015; Aryadoust & Riazi, 2017).
Some scholars argue against teacher feedback in the failure to offer speedy feedback (Bai, 2012), the negative result upon students to over-rely on their teachers
and weaken their initiatives (Zhang, 2016). However, numerous empirical studies have indicated that teacher feedback helps students learn more and better
(Chandler, 2003; Morch et al. 2017), modify their essays towards greater grammatical accuracy, pragmatic appropriateness, complexity, clarity and comprehensibility (Li & Ye, 2016; Sarie, 2017), and thereby improve their writing competence (Wang & Liu, 2012; O’Mahony et al., 2013).
Peer feedback is the comment provided by students of equal status in pairs or
groups, with better results to follow the criteria (Bai, 2012; Leggette et al., 2013;
Forrer et al., 2015). It is typical of student-centered L2 teaching and learning settings and often used in higher education (Wang, 2016; Ion et al., 2016). EmpiriDOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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cal studies on peer feedback find its effectiveness works in different aspects of
writing: improvement of structure and content (O’Mahony et al., 2013; Wei,
2015), internalization of grammatical knowledge (Zhang, 2016) or better performance on content and linguistic performance (Zhou, 2013). Benefits from
peer feedback are found to agree upon alleviation of anxiety, enhancement of
self-regulated learning capability and critical thinking competence, increase of
peer interactions and active participation, and improvement of overall writing
skills (Tsui & Ng, 2000; Cai, 2011; Yu, 2013; Zhou, 2013; Forrer et al., 2015; Wei,
2015; Wang, 2016; Ion et al., 2016; Zhang, 2016). In the meantime, problems are
also detected from peer feedback: lack of trust or self-confidence (Xu & Ye, 2014;
Wei, 2015; Wang, 2016), impact of face culture that hinders peers giving negative comment (Wei, 2015; Wang, 2016; Xin, 2016), insufficient L2 knowledge
(Xu & Ye, 2014; Wang, 2015; Xin, 2016), inadequate ability to implement assessment rubrics (Wei, 2015; Xin, 2016), critical thinking deficiency and incomplete, less-reliable feedback (Bai, 2012; Zhou, 2013; Wang, 2015; Li & Ye, 2016;
Wei, 2016; Xin, 2016), all the weaknesses impairing its efficacy. Therefore, peer
feedback should be combined with teacher feedback to gain complementary advantages (Yang & Wu, 2011; Yang et al., 2013; Zhou, 2013; Wei, 2015; Xin, 2016;
Zhang, 2016). In addition, it is noteworthy that these comparative studies are
implemented between peer feedback in pairs or groups and teacher feedback,
without distinguishing between peer feedback itself in one study, failing to detect
the respective features and problems.
Automated feedback, a new trend introduced into L2 writing, is designed on
the basis of large corpora within theoretical principles. Empirical studies find
automated feedback, compared with teacher feedback, can provide personalized
comments and suggestions, which is more helpful for corrections of linguistics
errors (Shi, 2012; Zhou, 2013; Wei, 2015). Comparisons between automated
feedback and peer feedback find no significant difference in their contributions
to final grades of essays, but automated feedback can trigger more effort to
enrich content (Morch et al., 2017). Additionally, students can make progress in
linguistic performance, writing competence and self-efficacy with the help of
automated feedback (Yang, 2004; Zhou, 2013; Yang & Dai, 2015). Meanwhile
researchers also discover weaknesses in automated feedback, for example, it may
appear mechanical, inaccurate and repetitive, lessening students’ active adoption
(Lai, 2010; Wei, 2015; Morch et al., 2017). Although its efficacy needs more empirical studies, there is no denying that automated feedback has gaining momentum in L2 writing practice.
College English in China is a compulsory course of general education for
non-English majors in the first and second academic years. Compared with English majors, non-English majors do not have the independent writing course, a
deficiency in writing skill instruction and practice. Since non-English majors form
the majority of college students, their poor writing performance, especially that of
lower-intermediate students, requires an urgent treatment. Therefore, to explore
an effective feedback package, three feedback conditions are compared: individual
DOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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and group modes in peer feedback and automated feedback. On account of distribution features of, students’ perceptions towards and merits-demerits within peer
feedback and automated feedback, this paper attempts to seek scaffolding within
sociocultural theory in the hope of facilitating Chinese EFL learners’ English
writing competence.

3. Aims and Methodology
3.1. Research Questions
In fact, students’ acceptance and application of feedback in English writing
process is influenced by multi-facet dimensions (Lu, 2016), from which the efficacy of feedback plays a decisive role. Considering the analysis above, this study
aims to address the following questions:
1) What distribution features are there in peer feedback and automated feedback?
2) How do participants perceive peer feedback and automated feedback?

3.2. Participants
In total, participants of this study were engineering sophomores from a local forestry university in China, all from one class with mixed majors of bioengineering and environmental engineering. 16 were male and 45 were female with an
average age of 20. All the participants had taken the intermediate level of College
English Test Band 4, a nationwide English proficiency test, at the first semester
of the second academic year and only 20 of them had passed it with a low pass
rate of 33%. Therefore, all the participants were lower-intermediate students.

3.3. Instruments
The instruments used in this study include seven essays, Pigai Network, an assessment rubric, an open-ended questionnaire and a semi-structural interview.
The seven essays were on the same topic, Are We More Connected or More
Alone, an argumentative writing of a national composition contest in this May.
It was required to be written with no less than 200 words, based on personal understanding of the given material, and taken by all sophomores of the university
back then. Pigai Network is an automated evaluation system popularly adopted
in Chinese universities and colleges. It is built upon large corpora and the principles of Noticing Hypothesis and Interaction Theory with established reliability
and validity (Hu, 2015; Yang & Dai, 2015). When students post their essays on
Pigai Network, it can produce immediate diagnostic feedbacks with marks and
comments and show real-time scores, a reflection of qualities of their English
writings. An English teacher can access the essays of all the registered students in
their class for supervision and necessary intervention. The assessment rubric
adopted into this study is a norm in teacher evaluation, aiming to guide students
how to evaluate their peers’ writings from content, organization, linguistic performance and format. Questionnaires were administered to 61 students and all
DOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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were validly responded, with open-ended questions in relation to students’ perceptions towards peer feedback and automated feedback, and the existing merits
and demerits within. Semi-structured interviews aimed to better interpret the
data collected from peer feedback and questionnaires, 15 participants randomly
selected.

3.4. Data Collection and Analysis
This research sampled seven essays titled Are We More Connected or More

Alone from Class A. All the samples were of zero modification and poorly evaluated by Pigai Network, the average score of 74 being less than the holistic, average score of 81. Given their lower-intermediate English level, 61 participants
had to be involved into two rounds of feedback in individual and group modes,
three or more participants needed in the latter so that the double-evaluated essays helped to yield adequate, qualified information of peer feedback. In this
way, the number of samples was calculated. The English teacher printed them
out and deleted all personal information, each paper coded with an Arabic
numeral. Before she handed out the samples and the assessment rubrics to all the
participants in Class B, instructions were given to participants on how to apply
the rubric in essay evaluation, coupled with specific examples and practices on
each dimension. Peer feedback in this study was implemented into two modes:
individual feedback and group feedback. 14 students were designated to assess
the seven essays independently, the rest 47 were required to form 14 groups with
3 or 4 persons a group at their will. Eventually, the seven essays were evaluated
twice in either mode. If one marked comment in either mode overlapped with
the other in the same place of a single sample, it was treated as a single comment. Meanwhile, if marked methods were different, even though aiming at a
single spot, they were recorded intact. The individual mode revived how peer
feedback in pairs was done online where solo work dominated. In contrast,
group mode was a demonstration of how comments were agreed upon through
collaborative work. In evaluating phase, both modes were allowed to turn to any
source available for help. All the feedback should be finished within 45 minutes
and handed in with signatures of reviewers. Afterwards, the questionnaire were
administered and retrieved by the English teacher right after they were finished.
Data from peer feedback, automated feedback and the questionnaire were
coded and classified in a word processor. All the results were treated Excel and
the statistics were mainly used for the analysis of distribution features of, students’ perceptions towards, merits and demerits arising from peer feedback and
automated feedback.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Distribution Features of Peer Feedback and Automated
Feedback
The distributions of non-corrective feedback and corrective feedback in indiDOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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vidual, group and automated modes are displayed in Table 1.
The descriptive statistics show that automated mode (76.2%) dominates
non-corrective feedback, the strong evidence to support that Pigai Network is a
very valuable learning tool for EFL students, for its powerful corpora can provide rich linguistic knowledge. Individuals (16.2%) offer more non-corrective
feedback than groups (7.6%). The semi-structural interviews reveal that individuals, compared to groups, are influenced more by Chinese culture, avoiding
personal offenses and saving the face of the writer. The comments offered in
group mode are agreed upon by the whole team, sparing individual members the
embarrassment of pointing out their peers’ errors, which agrees with the findings of the previous studies (Wei, 2015; Wang, 2016). As for corrective feedback,
group mode (46.8%) contributes most, individual mode (33.8%) comes second
and automated mode (19.4%) is least helpful. Restricted by participants’ English
proficiency, collaborative work in groups helps in detecting errors and giving
suggestions than solo work. Members of different English levels become sources
of linguistic knowledge; full discussions on problems or uncertainties can deepen their understanding and reduce personal responsibility of assessing the essay. Automated mode is based upon systematic linguistic knowledge distilled
from large corpora and its feedback is given sentence by sentence which ends
with a dot. But what if the essay is of few grammatical errors and many simple
words, or the sentence with a dot is not a legitimate one? In either case, its ability
to offer corrective feedback is greatly weakened.
Considering the way of feedback, group mode ranks top in both direct
(53.7%) and indirect (41.7%) feedback, individual mode (39%/35.1%) second
and automated mode (7.3%/23.2%) third, the distributions of types are in line
with those in holistic corrective feedback. Overall, indirect feedback in individual (68), group (81) and automated (45) modes appears more frequently than direct feedback with their respective frequencies of 32, 45 and 6. According to interviewees, they don’t give direct suggestions on the erroneous points for various
Table 1. Descriptive statistics of individual mode, group mode and automated mode.

Individual mode

Group mode

Automated mode
Total

Corrective feedback (percentage)

Non-corrective
feedback
(percentage)

Direct feedback

Indirect feedback

Global feedback

34

32

68

(16.20%)

(39%)

16

Local
Feedback

Sum of corrective
feedback

21

81

89

(35.10%)

(35%)

(36.80%)

(33.80%)

44

81

34

93

123

(7.60%)

(53.70%)

(41.70%)

(56.70%)

(42.30%)

(46.80%)

160

6

45

5

46

51

(76.20%)

(7.30%)

(23.20%)

(8.30%)

(20.90%)

(19.40%)

210

82

194

60

220

263

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)
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justifications: limited knowledge to offer correct solutions, over-confidence in
peers to make self-corrections, concerns to intervene in peers’ personal writing
styles or just lack of specific requirements from the teacher. Indirect feedback is
typically featured in Pigai Network, with its aim to develop students’ self-regulated
learning and help internalize linguistic knowledge and rules (Yang, 2004; Yang &
Dai, 2015; Wei & Shi, 2016). In terms of information contained in feedback,
global feedback unanimously falls behind local feedback in individual (21/81),
group (34/93) and automated (5/46) modes, which clearly exposes the short
comings in offering feedback and is in line with the previous studies (Zhou,
2013; Wei, 2015; Li & Ye, 2016; Lu, 2016; Wang, 2016; Wei, 2016).
How dimensions of the assessment rubric are involved in individual, group
and automated modes? Table 2 offers a clue.
Generally, an essay will be assessed from content, organization, linguistic performance and format. The former three dimensions are equally important, accounting for 90% of its score while the last dimension for 10%. In individual
(103), group (90) and automated (169) modes, linguistic performance attracts
highest attention, corroborating the findings of relevant studies (Zhou, 2013;
Wei, 2015). Specifically, the number of linguistic performance in automated
mode (46.6%) is close to the sum of individual (28.5%) and group (24.9%) modes, highlighting the outstanding advantage of automated feedback over peer
feedback. Therefore, students should be explicitly instructed how to utilize its
functions in improving vocabulary, collocation, grammar and syntax in a flexible
way, since no errors in vocabulary and grammar is too low a bar for a good
writing. Organization in individual (24), group (30) and automated (28) modes
is the second important dimension in the judgment of an essay, different from
the results found by Zhou (2013) and Wei (2015), indicating subjects of lower
English proficiency are less capable of handling content. The performance of
group mode (36.6%) is better than that of automated mode (34.1%) and of individual mode (29.3%), though gap is not wide between the first two modes. When
it comes to distributions of content and format in individual, group and autoTable 2. Dimensions of individual mode, group mode and automated mode.
Dimensions (percentage)

Individual mode

Group mode

Automated mode

Total

DOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015

Content

Organization

Linguistic performance

Format

9

24

103

2

(37.50%)

(29.30%)

(28.50%)

(12.40%)

14

30

90

7

(58.30%)

(36.60%)

(24.90%)

(43.80%)

1

28

169

7

(4.20%)

(34.10%)

(46.60%)

(43.80%)

24

82

362

16

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)
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mated modes, it is shown that in automated feedback, format (7) is more concerned than content while in peer feedback (9/2; 14/7) the reverse is true. The
finding echoes the negative evidence against automated evaluation system,
which can be fooled and tricked by linguistic performance of an essay with little
considering the content of relevance to the topic (Wei, 2015; Morch et al., 2017).
In contrast, peers as human can be immune to the tricks, make a judgment on
the content and respect the writer’s ideas before giving any suggestion. With regards to format, peers are likewise less capable of detecting the mechanical flaws
such as insufficient words, imbalance of sentence types, and missing space after
punctuation, which can be handled better with technology used in automated
feedback. Even so, peers still have an edge in the judgment of essay format by
examining whether the essay is divided logically.
Since focus on linguistic performance and organization is frequent, there is
every reason to survey what are the specific aspects covered and how they are
distributed in individual, group and automated modes. Table 3 shows vocabulary, grammar and syntax in linguistic performance are placed greatest interest
in individual mode (42/49), group mode (24/44) and automated mode (118/29).
Difference is found in the importance of vocabulary and grammar & syntax in
peer feedback and automated feedback. For peers grammar & syntax (49; 44) is
more focused than vocabulary (42; 24) and vice versa (118/29) for automated
feedback. What should be noted is the missing feedback of punctuation in automated feedback, which reveals its inability to make a judgment on whether a
sentence is made logically. However, collocation (77.3%) is a very prominent
contribution made by automated feedback, with its corpora as a valid and reliable tool to affirm, suggest and correct collocations in essays. Another involved
aspect in linguistic performance is spelling mistakes. Surprisingly, holistic peer
feedback (37.5%; 37.5%) beats automated feedback (25%) in this aspect. The
original data of the three feedback modes reveal that the automated system targets misspelled words alone while peers’ judgment of misspelling goes further,
Table 3. Aspects of organization and linguistic performance in individual mode, group mode and automated mode.
Organization (percentage)

Individual mode

Group mode

Automated mode

Total

Linguistic performance (percentage)

Cohesion

Structure

Vocabulary

Collocation

Grammar &
Syntax

Spelling

Punctuation

13

8

42

3

49

3

5

(21.40%)

(38.10%)

(22.80%)

(13.60%)

(40.20%)

(37.50%)

(31.30%)

24

9

24

2

44

3

11

(39.30%)

(42.90%)

(13.10%)

(9.10%)

(36.10%)

(37.50%)

(68.70%)

24

4

118

17

29

2

0

(39.30%)

(19%)

(64.10%)

(77.30%)

(23.80%)

(25%)

(0.00%)

61

21

184

22

122

8

16

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)
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the textual context being a factor to determine whether the presented word(s) is
semantically or grammatically correct.
Aspects involved in organization lie in cohesion and structure. Concretely, all
modes attach greatest importance to cohesion means, an important device to
develop an essay in a clear-structured and logical way. Compared with group
(39.3%) and automated modes (39.3%), individual mode (21.4%) needs notice
this weakness, especially for students of lower English proficiency. Conversely,
structure in automated mode (19%) falls far behind it in peer mode (38.1%) and
group mode (42.9%). Interviewees explain that in teaching phase English teacher
tends to make a detailed analysis of the organization of textbook articles and requires students to practice the corresponding aspects with exercises. In evaluating phase, she prefers to focus feedback on essay structure. Naturally, structure
falls into students’ attention in assessment of essays.
Feedback can reflect reviewers’ attitude towards essays. Even though each essay in this study is double evaluated in two modes of peer feedback, attitude is an
independent index to show the stance of its reviewers, therefore, every sample
accounts. Table 4 can demonstrate the attitude distributions in individual,
group and automated modes.
In individual mode, affirmation & critique (57.1%) is slight higher than critique (42.9%). In group mode, critique (71.4%) appears far more frequently than
affirmation & critique (28.6%). Affirmation finds no place in both modes. It is
well-known that criticism is of crucial importance for progress-making. Before
the evaluating phase, students had been informed the would-be-evaluated essays
were not written by classmates, they were put at ease when giving negative
comments. If any part of the essay was impressive, affirmation was earned. Since
all the samples were more or less flawed, absolute affirmation was unavailable.
When group members evaluated the sample, strengths were harder than weaknesses to be agreed upon and critiques became dominant. In automated mode,
affirmation & critique (71.4%) outnumbers affirmation (28.6%), with absolute
critique absent. It is easily understandable that every essay has its strengths and
weaknesses, related to the lower-intermediate English level of students. The absolute affirmation belongs to two samples with few linguistic errors. Such practice may give writers wrong impressions of their writing capability and fail to instruct them how to polish up their essays.
Table 4. Attitudes reflected from feedback.
Attitude reflected from feedback
Affirmation
(percentage)

Affirmation & critique
(percentage)

Critique
(percentage)

Sum of feed back in each
mode (percentage)

Individual mode

0

8 (57.1%)

6 (42.9%)

14 (100%)

Group mode

0

4 (28.6%)

10 (71.4%)

14 (100%)

Automated mode

2 (28.6%)

5(71.4%)

0 (0.0%)

7 (100%)
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4.2. Students’ Perceptions towards Peer Feedback and Automated
Feedback
All the participants in the study were sophomores with rich experience on how
to use Pigai Network, performance on which accounted for 10% of their final
grades. Its effects upon writings depend on students’ voluntary adoption of the
given comments and suggestions. Although the English teacher, at the very beginning of college English course, guided and encouraged students to use it, not
every student followed suit for various reasons, lack of teacher supervision hard
to be ignored. Comparatively, peer feedback is a less frequent practice for students, for it requires more complexity and time to implement. For instance, instructions of assessment rubric, design of assessment process, and teacher supervision and teacher intervention, to name a few, are indispensible guarantees.
To gather the information on their perceptions towards both means, investigations were mainly made by means of open-ended questionnaires, supplemented
with researchers’ real-time observations and analysis on Pigai Network use.
According to Table 5, most students choose peer feedback (68.9%), some of
them (27.8%) refuse it and a few (3.3%) express their uncertainty. As far as automated feedback is concerned, positive attitude belongs to the majority (75.4%),
higher than support of peer feedback. By contrast, negative attitude (11.5%) declines but uncertain (13.1%) attitude rises. Data show the majority have affirmed
the usefulness of peer feedback and automated feedback, confirming the finding
in other studies (Zhou, 2013; Wei, 2015; Ion et al., 2016; Lu, 2016; Wang, 2016).
Given the status of college English course in China, English teachers are too busy
with teaching tasks to evaluate all essays of and offer immediate, complete and
personalized feedback to the teaching classes. Under such circumstances, peer
feedback and automated feedback are complementary to teacher feedback, for
they can provide students with immediate feedback and monitor their writing
behavior. In the evaluating phase, most of participants were observed to read,
discuss or consult dictionaries before writing down the feedback. Data from Pigai Network further confirmed the majority (79%) had made modifications with
an average frequency of 4.5 times. In the meantime, weakness from peer feedback and automated feedback, low ability to apply assessment rubric, lack of
teacher supervision, and faulty assessment process and insufficient teacher intervention beget students’ negative attitude towards them. For instance, feedback
given to some samples did not contain detailed comments or suggestions. The
number that the teacher intervened through Pigai Network is much smaller than
Table 5. Perceptions towards peer feedback and automated feedback.
Positive (Percentage)

Uncertain

Negative

Total

(Percentage)

(Percentage)

(Percentage)

Perceptions to peer feedback

42 (68.90%)

2 (3.30%)

17 (27.80%)

61 (100%)

Perceptions to automated feedback

46 (75.40%)

8 (13.10%)

7 (11.50%)

61 (100%)
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that without teacher’s interventions (33%/67%). Less than 10 students turned to
the teacher for help during the whole process, even though the teacher walked
around and stopped to listen from time to time. The modification frequency
higher than the average frequency (29.5%) is not in dominant position.

4.3. Merits and Demerits Arising from Peer Feedback and
Automated Feedback
Based on the analysis of open-ended questionnaires, four main merits are summarized on peer feedback. Firstly, students consider it as an opportunity to learn
from peers on grammar, syntax, vocabulary and learning strategy, and to apply
the learned knowledge into practice. Secondly, errors made by peers are warnings against the same repetitions in their own essays. Then, by changing the role
from a writer to a reader and a reviewer, personal ideas on a topic can be better
communicated, views broadened, writers’ sense of audience enhanced and understanding of the theme deepened, a good way to develop critical thinking. Finally, during the process, their reading, writing and communicating skills are
advanced.
Similarly, three significant advantages are harvested from automated feedback. Firstly, it can locate linguistic, grammatical and syntactic errors accurately
with few mistakes, whose indirect suggestions force students to do some research before self-corrections. Such practice can strengthen individual understanding of the language points and boost self-regulated learning. Secondly,
non-corrective feedback on vocabulary helps students enlarge vocabulary on
advanced words through synonyms, antonyms and differentiation of words, a
way that helps build a mental lexicon network, connecting prior vocabulary with
newly-learned vocabulary. Thirdly, following suggestions can lead to improved
linguistic performance and increase the essay scores, gradually the writing skill
improved in certain aspects.
With merits above, demerits should be given attention as well. According to
participants’ reports, the top concern on peer feedback is low English proficiency
of peers, which may cast a negative impact on validity and reliability of feedback,
hinder them from offering complete and constructive corrective feedback, and
restrict the range of feedback mainly into vocabulary, grammar and syntax. Evidence can be found from data of dimensions from individual, group and automated modes in Table 2. Secondly, diverse opinions on an aspect are hard to arrive at agreement, which may cause rejection of feedback without careful consideration. Thirdly, lack of supervision, effective assessment process and necessary teacher intervention may invite students of less interest or ability to give
flippant comments on peers’ essays. A small number of students further express
their worries over loss of characteristic styles, worsening interpersonal relationship and plagiarism. Differently, the biggest problem from automated feedback
is its rigid, mechanical, inconsistent suggestions, thus less-reliable scores. Similar
concerns go to lack of supervision, effective assessment process and teacher inDOI: 10.4236/ojml.2017.74015
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tervention, reducing its effectiveness in essay improvement. For less-skilled students, too much indirect corrective feedback on grammar and syntax inflicts
unbearable burden in solo work. Lastly, it has very limited capacity to offer
feedback on content and organization evidenced in Table 2 and Table 3.

4.4. Feedback Scaffolding within the Sociocultural Theory
Based on the findings above, feedback from different sources should be combined to provide scaffolding to facilitate writing skills of lower-intermediate
students within sociocultural theory.
As subject, students are bound by their low English proficiency. To produce
valid and reliable feedback for peers, resources from English learners’ dictionaries are of great help in providing scaffolding in content, structure and linguistic
performance (Wei, 2016). In the process, students’ linguistic knowledge can be
increased, accordingly, their initiatives and subjective self-consciousness strengthened.
As object, essays are the premise and result of interactions. Students are motivated to interact with their surroundings to improve their writing skills. Such a
goal can be achieved by emphasizing both corrective and non-corrective feedback. Thus, feedback should go beyond error corrections, rather as a way to accumulate linguistic knowledge.
As rules, rubric and process mechanism for assessment should be explicitly
informed and strictly implemented. Rubric instructions help students make effective feedback for peers while process mechanism can reduce students’ careless
responses to feedback.
As components of learning community, teachers and peers can offer scaffolding by providing feedback through interactions. Teachers can interact with students in the following ways. Firstly, teachers should be diverted from the role of
sole feedback source to a designer, supporter, supervisor and reviewer. They
should be responsible for designing feedback activities and assessment process to
raise students’ interest and willingness of participation, guarantee friendly atmosphere, give emotional and material support, supervise students’ behavior
and response to feedback and intervene when necessary. Compared with students, teachers are more experienced and professional. To make up for defects of
automated feedback in making comments on content and organization, instructions and exercises should be provided to enhance students’ awareness and ability in this regard. Given insufficient global feedback in peer feedback and automated feedback, explicit instructions should be offered with demonstrations
through analysis of textbook articles and good essays written by students and
corresponding exercises as a test of learned knowledge. In this way, students’
sensitivity to global issues can be strengthened, active application in peer feedback increased. Finally, when the teacher assigns essays for peer feedback in
pairs, poor written essays had better be designated to high performers and
well-written essays to poor performers. Thus, teachers can create opportunities
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for poor performers to learn from their more capable peers and for high performers to practice their learned knowledge. If feedback is in group mode, teachers
should guarantee the group is better to consist of students of different English
levels so that mutual benefits can be gained in collaborative work.
Meanwhile students’ interactions with peers include frequent communication
by negotiations and discussions. Misunderstandings, doubts, disagreements, and
fear of loss of characteristic styles can be dissolved when interpersonal communication works well and fully. Students should realize disputes between peers
should not be a big concern, for disagreement itself helps active and critical
thinking and respect for disagreement is also a way to broaden personal views.
Considering the poor quality of an essay, students can increase direct feedback
and provide detailed explanation or suggestions.
As a mediation tool, Pigai Network can provide scaffolding by interactions
with students. Firstly, corrective feedback and non-corrective feedback help students realize its shortcomings and strengths. Particularly, information on vocabulary, collocation, differentiation of synonyms, natural English expressions, etc.
is conducive to language knowledge accumulation. Students should value and
utilize them in an active manner. Its prominent feature in indirect feedback can
promote self-corrections and self-reflection upon errors. Notices of errors can
test students’ learned knowledge, search for answers enhancing their initiatives
in English learning. In view of inaccurate and mechanical feedback offered in
Pigai Network, students should make a judgment before taking them. If they
don’t agree with the comment, they had better do some research first. Once confirming the wrong feedback, they can report the errors online. In this way, students are actively interactive with the Network, instead of receiving everything
passively from it.
In division of labor, students are changed from writers to readers, reviewers
and learners in feedback. They should not pay attention to errors alone, but also
should recognize sparking points in essays, for critique is helpful in correcting
errors and affirmation in increasing knowledge and motivating peers’ participation (Wei, 2015; Luo, 2016). Teachers take roles of instructors, participants, facilitators and assistants, creating various scenarios to smooth feedback for students. The changing roles turn teachers and students to scaffolding providers.

5. Conclusion
The research analyzes distribution features of peer feedback and automated
feedback from types, dimensions, attitudes. It is found that as for non-corrective
feedback automated mode dominates while for corrective feedback group mode
has the lion’s share. In terms of direct and indirect feedback, group mode is in
the lead ahead of individual and automated modes, in line with that in holistic
corrective feedback. Specifically, indirect feedback appears more than direct
feedback in peer feedback and automated feedback. In respect to global feedback
and local feedback, the imbalance exists in individual, group and automated
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modes. Dimension distributions in peer feedback and automated feedback are
found to centre on linguistic performance, followed by organization, content
and format. Further investigations into linguistic performance find that vocabulary, grammar and syntax draw greatest attention in peer feedback and automated feedback. Collocation, spelling and punctuation are minor aspects, each
behaving differently in individual, group and automated modes. In organization,
cohesion means are found to work poor in individual mode while automated
feedback enjoys the same status in structure. Attitude distributions perform differently in peer feedback and automated feedback. The former leaves no space
for absolute affirmation whereas the latter expels absolute critique. Even in peer
feedback, difference exists in the proportion of affirmation & critique to critique
between individual and group modes.
The results of students’ perceptions towards peer feedback and automated
feedback show the majority hold positive attitude, with the minority having negative or uncertain attitude. Varying attitudes from student to student can be accounted for by the found merits and demerits within. Peer feedback is valued as
learning opportunities, warnings against repeated errors and means of multi-role interactions and skill improvement. Similarly, automated feedback is appreciated for its functions to accurately locate errors, offer abundant lexical
knowledge and suggest constructive corrective feedback. Meanwhile, demerits
should not be underrated in peer feedback and automated feedback. Main findings include limited English proficiency of peers, careless response to the conflicting opinions, lack of supervision and effective assessment process, rigid and
inconsistent feedback, preference to indirect corrective feedback and the insufficient ability to comment on organization.
On the basis of the findings above, key elements from sociocultural theory are
explored to provide feedback scaffolding to improve students’ writing skills. All
in all, teacher, peer and automated feedback should be combined to set up multi-dimensional scaffolding by fully utilizing their respective merits. Appropriate
and flexible procedures need to be further explored based on action research.
Only in this way can feedback scaffolding work best to promote students’ writing competence.
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